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ABSTRACT 

In Multi-Agent System (MAS), developers concentrate on creating design models and evolving them, from 
higher level models to lower level models, in several steps. Considerable part of MAS implementations is 
automatically produced from the design models. If a design model contains faults, they are passed to the 
generated implementations. Practical model validation techniques are required to discover and delete faults 
in abstract design models. We introduce a formal approach for agent design testing. It specifies a testing 
process that complements Multi-agent Systems Engineering (MaSE) methodology and strengthens the 
mutual relationship between UML and MAS. Besides, it defines a structured and comprehensive testing 
process for engineering software agents at the design level by providing a systematic way of converting the 
MAS design models to UML design diagram. Petri Net (PN) diagram is generated from the UML models to 
simulate the behavior of an agent. Because Petri Nets (PNs) are formal models, their analysis techniques can 
be applied to automatic agent behavioral testing. 
 
Keywords: Multi-Agent System (MAS), Petri Net (PN), Software Testing, Multi-Agent Systems 

Engineering (MaSE), Task Diagram, Activity Diagram, Petri Net 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The growing requests for Multi-Agent Systems 
(MAS) in the software application have led to the 
elaboration of various Agent Oriented Software 
Engineering (AOSE) methodologies to support the 
development of agent-based applications. The agent-
based applications are composed of autonomous and 
intelligent software (agents) that can communicate 
and exchange information to solve problems 
collaboratively (Houhamdi, 2011). Because the 
agents’ interactions in MAS context can conceivably 
lead to behavioral faults like deadlock, the MAS 
behavior should be tested and supervised facing the 
unwanted behaviors (usually known as emergent 
behavior) before introducing it to the main stream of 
commercial software development (Nguyen et al., 
2010). The AOSE methodologies usually do not cover 
monitoring and testing (Huget and Demazeau, 2004). 

As a consequence, testing software agents search for 
new testing techniques dealing with their particular 
nature. The techniques require to be efficient and good 

enough to assess agent’s autonomous behaviors and build 
confidence in them (Houhamdi and Athamena, 2011a). 

On the other hand as model-based software 
development discipline such as the Unified Modeling 
Languages (UML) have previously obtained 
reputation, more and more UML-based design, 
analysis, testing and monitoring tools have been 
developed. UML consist of a set of models that can 
provide different levels of capacity and accuracy for 
modeling objects and then can be employed to fulfill 
different requirements in real word applications. 

However, a usual AOSE methodology such as MaSE 
(Bergenti et al., 2004; DeLoach, 2009) presents diverse 
new abstractions and design concepts to software 
development in comparison with regular model-based 
approaches such as UML. This makes the deployment of 
UML-based testing tools for checking the internal 
behavior of MAS difficult and sometimes impossible. 
Thereby, transformation models that fill the gap between 
the AOSE design/ analysis artifacts and the UML-based 
testing and supervising tools can be very helpful. The 
transformation models can assist MAS engineers to use 
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the UML-based testing and supervising tools to test and 
check the internal behavior of the developed MAS before 
delivering it as commercial software. 

In this study, we propose a formal approach for agent 
testing process by using PN model. This approach exploits 
the link between AOSE, UML and PN. We describe the 
proposed approach with reference to MaSE software 
development methodology and consider MAS as the target 
implementation technology. The MaSE design/analysis 
artifacts should be converted to the standard UML diagrams 
which will be used for constructing PN diagrams in order to 
achieve agent formal testing. Then, the PN based analysis 
techniques can be applied to software testing. 

The rest of the study recalls basic elements of the 
MaSE methodology and introduces related works.  

1.1. MaSE  

The Multi-agent Systems Engineering methodology 
(MaSE) is a methodology for building practical agent 
systems that defines MAS in terms of agent classes and 
their organization (DeLocah, 2004). There are two basic 
phases in MaSE: analysis and design. The first phase, 
Analysis, includes three steps. 

1.2. Capturing Goals  

In this step the system goals are elaborated and 
specified from the system viewpoint and not from the user 
viewpoint. A goal is an abstraction of a set of functional 
requirements. This stage comprises two sub-stages: 
identifying the goals and structuring them in a hierarchy. 

1.3. Applying Use Cases 

In this step the system use cases are specified. It is 
split into two sub-stages: the creation of use cases and the 
creation of the sequence diagrams. A use case is a set of 
interactions which describes the general system behavior 
(what the system should do). The transformation from the 
use cases specification to sequence diagrams is 
straightforward; each entity becomes a role and information 
passing becomes an event (or a message). 

1.4. Refining Roles 

In this step the system functional decomposition is 
determined by producing a set of roles and their associated 
tasks. This stage consists of two sub-stages: building the 
role diagram and specifying the tasks' behavior. The inputs 
for this stage are the goals determined in the 1st stage and 
the sequence diagrams created in the 2nd stage.  

In the Design phase, we transform the analysis 
models into constructs useful for actually implementing 
the MAS. The Design phase has four steps. 

1.5. Creating Agent Classes 

In this step, the overall MAS architecture is 
determined. Agent classes are created by assigning roles 

to agents. Each agent is associated with at least one role. 
The conversations among agent classes are also specified 
using the protocols defined in the analysis phase (the 
links among tasks within the role model). 

1.6. Constructing Conversations 

In this step, the designer defines the coordination 
protocols between agent couples. In particular, two 
communication class diagrams are defined for each 
conversation. One diagram specifies the initiator 
behavior during that conversation and the second one 
specifies the responder behavior during that 
conversation. The communication class diagram is 
designed using a finite state automaton. 

1.7. Assembling Agent 

In this step, the agent’s internal architecture is 
specified. One can use its own architecture to build an 
agent (e.g., Belief-Desire-Intention) or convert the tasks 
from the previous step into components. The agent 
architecture consists of the components and the 
relationships among them. 

1.8. System Design 

This step is aim at presenting the physical system 
architecture and the distribution of the various agent 
classes’ instances within that architecture. 

According to the results of evaluation in (Elamy and 
Far, 2008) the MaSE was ranked first in three of the 
proposed dimensions, i.e., modeling-related attributes, 
application-related attributes and user perception 
attributes. Eventually, MaSE was ranked first in overall 
ranking of evaluated AOSE methodologies. 

1.9. UML 

 The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is an OMG 
standard language for modeling object-oriented systems. 
UML is used by developers to describe designs at 
different levels of abstraction, from conceptual to 
detailed design (Bergenti et al., 2004). There are several 
advantages gained from using UML OMG, 2007: 

• Firstly, UML includes a set of models that can 
provide different levels of capacity and accuracy for 
modeling objects and thus can be used to satisfy 
various needs in real word applications 

• Secondly, UML has emerged as the de-facto 
industry standard for software modeling 

• Thirdly, UML provides high level information that 
illustrates the internal behavior of the system, which 
can be used efficiently and effectively in testing 

UML has 14 types of diagrams divided into two 

categories. Seven diagram types represent structural 

information and the other seven represent general 
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types of behavior, including four that represent 

different aspects of interactions. 
When using UML in the software testing process, we 

will pay a special attention to the diagrams in the 
Behavioral Elements package. This is because most of 
the activities in software testing attempt to detect defects 
that appear during the software execution and these 
defects are generally dynamic (behavioral) in nature 
(DeLocah, 2004). Nevertheless, there are cases where the 
behavioral information will need to be augmented with 
static information. 

UML design models are typically evaluated using 
walkthroughs, inspections and other informal types of 
design review techniques that are largely manual. These 
techniques are not effective when applied to UML design 
models of large or complex systems. Reviewers need to 
manually track and relate a large number of concepts 
across various diagrams and the manual tasks can rapidly 
become wearisome and fault-prone for complex design 
which is the case in MAS (Houhamdi and Athamena, 
2011b). Thus, providing a formal approach for MAS 
design testing will be considerably helpful. 

1.10. Petri Net 

PNs are a formal language for describing and 
studying systems that are characterized as concurrent, 
asynchronous, distributed, parallel, nondeterministic 
and/or stochastic. As a graphical tool, PNs can be used as 
a visual communication support similar to flow charts, 
block diagrams. In addition, tokens are used in these nets 
to simulate the dynamic and concurrent activities of 
systems. PN consists of places, transitions and arcs: 

• Transitions are active components. They model 
activities which can occur, thus changing the state of 
the system. Transitions are only allowed to fire if 
they are enabled, which means that all the 
preconditions for the activity have been fulfilled 

• Places are tokens’ holders. The current state of the 
system being modeled is called marking which is 
given by the number and type (if the tokens are 
distinguishable by type) of tokens in each place  

• Arcs are of two types: Input and output. Input arcs 

start from a places and ends at a transitions, while 

output arcs start at a transition and end at a place 

When the transition fires, it removes tokens from 
its input places and adds some at all of its output 
places. The number of tokens removed/added depends 
on the cardinality of each arc. 

The use of PNs leads to a mathematical description of 
the system structure that can then be investigated 
analytically. It is possible to set up state or algebraic 
equations and other mathematical models governing the 
behavior of systems. PNs can be used for analyzing 

automatically system properties like reachability, 
boundedness, liveness, persistence and fairness   
(Oliveira et al., 2007). The advantages of automated 
testing are reliability, cost reduction and fastness. 

The remainder of the study is organized as follows. 
Section 2 discusses the proposed approach; a PN based 
agent testing process. An illustrative example is 
presented in section 3. Similar works are listed in section 
4. Finally, section 5 concludes our work. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

We have already proposed a PN based approach for 
the whole MAS behavior testing (Athamena and 
Houhamdi, 2012). In this study, we will focus on 
proposing a PN based approach for a single agent 
behavior testing. In section 2, a conversion model is 
presented for adopting the MAS design/analysis models 
created based on MaSE methodology into standard UML 
2.0 models and then the UML models are transformed to 
PNs for formal testing. The proposed approach overview 
is shown in Fig. 1. 

The approach is divided into two main modules. 

2.1. Module 1. Constructing Agent Behavioral 

Model 

A conversion model is proposed to transform the MaSE 
design/analysis artifacts into standard UML 2.0 models. 
This module uses the MaSE models as input and constructs 
the Agent behavioral models based on UML models. 

2.2. Module 2. Converting Behavioral Model to PN 

A conversion model is proposed to transform the 
UML 2.0 models into PNs model. This module uses the 
UML models as input and constructs the agent 
behavioral model based on PN model. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Agent design testing flow chart 
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Fig. 2. MAS meta-model 
 
Table 1. Concepts mapping from activity diagram to PN 

Concepts Activity diagram Petri net 

Scenario representation activity CP Net 
Entities Swimlane/Partition Will be modeled as a place 
Function and action performed Action Transition 
Scenario starts and stop Initial node and final node A place without any incoming edge and a place  
  without any outgoing edge, respectively 
Alternative scenario Sub activity Subpage 
Concurrency flow Fork node Will be modeled as a transition 
Alternative flow Decision node Will be modeled as a place 
Sequence flow Activity edge Arc 
Alternative merge Merge node Will be modeled as a place 
Synchronizing concurrent flow Join node Will be modeled as a transition 
Objects Object node  Will be modeled as a place 

 
Table 2. Translation rules of activity edges to PNs 

Source node(s) Target node(s)  
of edge of edge Transformation 

Initial node or Action Node or Arc 
Decision node or Fork Node or 
Merge node or Join Node 
Object node 
Initial node or Decision node or Arc, dummy  
Decision node or Merge node or Transition and  
Merge node or Object node or dummy Arc  
Object node Final node 
Action node or Action node or Arc, dummy  
Fork node or Fork node or place and 
Join node Join node dummy Arc 
 Decision node or 
Action node or Merge node or 
Fork node or Object node or 
Join node Final node Arc 

2.3 Constructing Agent Behavioral Model  

Figure 2 presents an illustrative meta-model for the 
MAS. In this figure, each MAS consists of several 
agents. Agents are the building blocks used to define 
MAS classes and capture system goals during the design 
phase. With each role is associated several tasks and 
each task can be presented by a MaSE task diagram 
(Bergenti et al., 2004). Each MaSE task diagram can be 
converted to a UML activity diagram which describes 

how a goal is achieved by a specific agent task and can 
be represented by PN.  

A proposed approach for transforming the agent 

behavior from task diagram to UML activity diagrams is 

introduced in section 2.3. More details on deriving PN 

from UML activity diagrams are provided in section 2.4. 

In MaSE, a task is a structured set of activities and 

communications, represented by a state machine diagram 

which consists of states and transitions. State represents a 

stage in the agent behavior pattern and includes the 

internal processing of the agent and transition is a 

progression from one state to another and will be triggered 

by an event that is either internal or external to the agent. 

Thus, transitions allow communication between tasks. 
A transition in MaSE task diagram uses the syntax of 

trigger (guard)/transmission, interpreted as if an event 
trigger is received and the condition guard holds, then 
the message transmission is sent. In this transition 
notation all items are optional. 

In Tasks diagram, states may include activities that 
represent internal reasoning, performing actions via 
agent, or reading a percept from sensors. Several 
activities can be in a unique state and are executed in an 
uninterruptable succession. Once in a state, the task 
remains there until the activity sequence is completed. 
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Consequently, the activities within tasks diagrams, 
their execution constraints and their sequences can be 
extracted from the states and the corresponding activity 
diagram for a MaSE task diagram can be produced. 

In addition, because the protocol transition in 
MaSE task diagram uses the syntax of trigger 
(guard)/transmission and the trigger and transmission 
are restricted to send and receive messages (DeLocah, 
2004), trigger should be considered as the last activity 
of the source state and transmission should be 
considered as the first activity of destination state. In 
this way, the trigger message is considered as the 
activity that after completing its execution the control 
flow will be transferred to the first activity of 
destination state (transmission). 

2.4 Deriving PN from Activity Diagram  

As already mentioned, PNs is a formal language which 

can be used for Design validation by simulating/executing 

the system models. The section 2.4. explain how the 

concepts introduced in UML 2.0 Activity Diagrams can be 

mapped to PNs.  In this conversion, the proposed idea by 

(Maqbool, 2005) was used.  

The table below (Table 1) explains the mapping of 

concepts of Activity Diagrams to PNs. 

The Translation rules of activity edges to PNs are 

presented in the following table (Table 2). 

Maqbool (2005) propose different possibilities of 

Activity Diagrams simplifications before the 

transformation to PNs to reduce the number of transitions, 

places and arcs in the resulting net. 

3. RESULTS 

 An example of a task diagram describing the locate 

victim task is shown in Fig. 3 (DeLoach et al., 2002). 

Actions within each state are executed sequentially and 

are written as functions. Locate victim is a reactive task, 

which means that it is initiated whenever a search (area) 

message is received from the find area to Search task. 

After the task receives a search area message, it plans a 

route to obtain to the area and then goes about executing 

the route. If route execution fails, the task re-plans the 

route and updates the map. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Locate victim task diagram 
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Fig. 4. Corresponding activity diagram 
 

When the robot gets to its area, it scans the area for 
victims. If one is found, it notifies an organizer role. The 
robot then moves to another area and continues 
searching. If no victims are found, the robot moves to 
another area and scans there. Once it has scanned its 
area, it sends the find area to search task a complete 
message and terminates. Notice that tasks actually define 
a plan on how to locate victims. Figure 3 shows task 
diagram for locate victim and Fig. 4 give its 
corresponding activity diagram. 

 
 
Fig. 5. Associated PN 

 

 According to the proposed algorithm, the equivalent 

PN of activity diagram (Fig. 4) is shown in Fig. 5. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The rest of the section 4 surveys recent and active 
work on testing software agents. 

Luck and Gomez-Sanz (2009) presented advances in 
testing and debugging used in the INGENIAS 
methodology (Pavon et al., 2005). The meta-model of 
INGENIAS has been extended to introduce testing 
declaration, i.e., tests and test packages. JUnit-based test 
case and suite skeletons can be generated and it is the 
developer’s task to modify them as needed. The study 
also provided facilities to access mental states of 
individual agents to check them at runtime. 

Coelho et al. (2006) proposed a framework for unit 

testing of MAS based on the use of mock agents. Even 
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though they called it unit testing but their work 

focused on testing roles of agents at agent level. Mock 

agents that simulate real agents in communicating 

with the agent under test were implemented manually; 

each corresponds to one agent role. 
Sharing the inspiration from JUnit (Gamma and 

Beck, 2000) with Coelho et al. (2006) and Tiryaki et al. 
(2007) proposed a test-driven MAS development 
approach that supported iterative and incremental MAS 
construction. A testing framework called SUnit, which 
was built on top of JUnit and Seagent (Dikenelli et al., 
2005) was developed to support the approach. The 
framework allows writing tests for agent behaviors and 
interactions between agents. 

 Lam and Barber (2005) proposed a semi-automated 
process for comprehending software agent behaviors. 
The approach imitates what a human user (can be a 
tester) does in software comprehension: Building and 
refining a knowledge base about the behaviors of agents 
and using it to verify and explain behaviors of agents at 
runtime. Although the study did not deal with other 
problems in testing, the way it evaluates agent behaviors 
is interesting and relevant for testing software agents. 

Nunez et al. (2005) introduced a formal framework to 
specify the behavior of autonomous ecommerce agents. 
The desired behaviors of the agents under test are 
presented by means of a new formalism, called utility 
state machine that embodies users’ preferences in its 
states. Two testing methodologies were proposed to 
check whether an implementation of a specified agent 
behaves as expected (i.e., conformance testing). In their 
active testing approach, they used for each agent under 
test a test (a special agent) that takes the formal 
specification of the agent to facilitate it to reach a 
specific state. The operational trace of the agent is then 
compared to the specification in order to detect faults. 
On the other hand, the authors also proposed to use 
passive testing in which the agents under test were 
observed only, not stimulated like in active testing. 
Invalid traces, if any, are then identified thanks to the 
formal specifications of the agents. 

In this study, we have proposed a model checking 
approach for agent behavioral testing using the MaSE 
methodology design/analysis artifacts. These artifacts 
(more precisely task diagram) are transformed into the 
standard UML 2.0 models (exactly into activity diagram) 
using a proposed conversion model. Then, these activity 
diagrams are used to generate an equivalent PN. Finally, 
the analysis techniques of PN can be applied to 
automatic MAS testing. 

Specifically, the proposed approach contributes to the 
existing AOSE methodologies by providing: 

• A complete and comprehensive testing process 

for MAS 

• Reducing/removing side effects in test execution 

and monitoring because introducing new entities 

in the system, e.g., mock agents tester agents and 

monitoring agent as in many approaches, can 

influence the behavior of the agents under test 

and the performance of the system as a whole. 

• Testing emergent properties at macroscopic 

design level 

5. CONCLUSION 

Testing and monitoring MAS to eliminate the risk of 
unwanted emergent behaviors is an important 
precondition for introducing MAS to the main stream of 
commercial software. Most of the exiting testing 
techniques for MAS have addressed the MAS 
verification aspects. 

This study describes a systematic and automatable 
approach to test agent design models using PN theory. The 
MAS design models, consisting of agent task diagrams 
built based on the MaSE methodology, are converted to 
UML activity diagrams which are used to generate an 
equivalent PN diagram. Since PNs are formal language, 
they are used for automatic checking of agent’ behavioral 
properties thereby eliminating human errors. 
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